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Abstract

It was investigated to what extent musical expertise influences the auditory processing of harmonicity by recording event-related
potentials. Thirty-four participants (18 musicians and 16 controls) were asked to listen to hundreds of chords, differing in their degree
of consonance, their complexity (from two to six composing sounds) and their range (distance of two adjacent pitches, from quarter-
tones to more than 18 semitone steps). The task consisted of detecting rare targets. An early auditory N1 was observed that was
modulated by chord dissonance in both groups. The response was generated in the right medial temporal gyrus (MTG) for consonant
chords but in the left MTG for dissonant chords according to swLORETA reconstruction performed. An anterior negativity (N2) was
enhanced only in musicians in response to chords featuring quartertones, thus suggesting a greater pitch sensitivity for simultaneous
pure tones in the skilled brain. The P300 was affected by the frequency range only in musicians, who also showed a greater sensitiv-
ity to sound complexity. A strong left hemispheric specialization for processing quartertones in the left temporal cortex of musicians
was observed at N2 level (250–350 ms), which was observed on the right side in controls. Additionally, in controls, widespread activ-
ity of the right limbic area was associated with listening to close frequencies causing disturbing beats, possibly suggesting a negative
aesthetic appreciation for these stimuli. Overall, the data show a finer and more tuned neural representation of pitch intervals in musi-
cians, linked to a marked specialization of their left temporal cortex (BA21/38).

Introduction

Previous studies showed greater brain responses to consonant than
dissonant tones regardless of a listener’s musical knowledge (Bidel-
man & Krishnan, 2009; Bidelman & Heinz, 2011). Here, the extent
to which musical expertise influenced pure tone auditory processing,
with reference to their frequency ratios, was investigated.
It is well known that the musician’s brain can detect subtle differ-

ences in pitch and temporal structure of acoustic information more
accurately than that of naive controls (Burns & Houtsma, 1999;
Trainor et al., 1999; Drake et al., 2000; van Zuijen et al., 2005).
These abilities depend on the functional specialization of the pri-
mary and secondary auditory cortex (besides motor areas and other
areas; e.g. Schlaug et al., 1995; Gaser & Schlaug, 2003) due to pro-
longed and intense musical training. In this regard, Aydin et al.
(2005) performed quantitative proton MR spectroscopy of the left
planum temporale of 10 musicians and in 10 age- and sex-matched
control subjects who had no musical training. The difference in N-
acetylaspartate (NAA) concentrations between the musicians and the
non-musician control subjects was statistically significant and corre-
lated with the total duration of musical training and activity. Those

findings suggest that professional musical activity can cause signifi-
cant changes in neurometabolite concentrations that might reflect the
physiological mechanism of use-dependent adaptation in the brains
of musicians, especially in the areas devoted to auditory processing.
Structural changes in the auditory cortex of musicians were
observed by Schlaug et al. (1995) via functional magnetic resonance
scans in musicians and non-musicians. The imaging data revealed
that the planum temporalis was more lateralized to the left side in
musicians than in non-musicians. Similarly, Pantev et al. (1998)
conducted a magnetoencephalography (MEG) study that revealed
micro populations in the left auditory cortex that processed piano
tones were approximately 25% larger in musicians than in control
subjects who had never played an instrument. This enlargement was
correlated with the age at which the musicians began practicing, and
the enlargement did not differ between musicians with absolute or
relative pitch.
With regard to the processing of simultaneous tones (i.e. chords)

reflecting only spectral (frequency-based and harmonic) information
and not temporal or rhythmic ones, Kuriki et al. (2006) found an
enhancement of neural activity in the N1 MEG response of auditory
evoked field potentials in long-term trained musicians, thus reflect-
ing neuroplastic modification of auditory cortex representations. Vir-
tala et al. (2014) presented minor chords and inverted major chordsCorrespondence: Alice Mado Proverbio, as above.
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in the context of major chords to musician and non-musician partici-
pants in a passive listening task and an active discrimination task;
musicians outperformed non-musicians in the discrimination task.
Change-related mismatch negativity (MMN) was evoked with minor
and inverted major chords in musicians only, while both groups
showed a decreased N1 in response to minor compared to major
chords. Likewise, Kung et al. (2014) found much larger frontal
anterior negativities (and smaller P2s) in response to tritones (dishar-
monic interval) than to perfect fifth (consonant chord) intervals only
in musicians and not in controls. In that study, which involved an
active discrimination task, musicians averaged a 95% accuracy in
the (perfect fifths) consonant discrimination and a 94% accuracy in
the (triton) dissonant discrimination, whereas non-musicians showed
lower accuracies when judging the consonance of perfect fifths
(49%) and dissonance of tritons (53%). These data suggest direct
associations between the amplitude of anterior negativity, dissonance
and accuracy in explicit discrimination. Indeed, data reported in the
literature would indicate a much greater ability to distinguish disso-
nant from consonant chords in musicians than controls (Schoen &
Besson, 2005; Minati et al., 2009).
Several event-related potentials (ERPs) studies have demonstrated a

modulation in the amplitude of auditory N2 component as a function
of chord consonance as opposed to dissonance (Regnault et al., 2001;
Itoh et al., 2003; Schoen et al., 2005; Kung et al., 2014). For exam-
ple, Minati et al. (2009) recorded ERPs to four-note chords and found
a much larger N2 to dissonant than consonant chords. The authors
interpreted the N2 behaviour as indexing stimulus categorization pro-
cesses and rule violation detection. Indeed the auditory N2, typically
evoked within the 180–325 time window, is thought to result from a
deviation in form or context of a prevailing stimulus (Patel & Azzam,
2005). More recently Bailes et al. (2015) compared neural processing
of two-note chords comprising twelve-tone equal-tempered (TET)
intervals (consonant and dissonant) or microtonal (quartertone) inter-
vals in musicians and na€ıve listeners. They found that for musicians
the P2-N2 complex corresponding to the 204–300 ms window
showed lesser positivity (i.e. larger N2s) for microtonal intervals than
for the 12-TET intervals, while dissonant TET intervals were not dis-
criminated from consonant ones. Although the electrophysiological
literature is somewhat conflicting, as a whole, it shows an increase in
negativity at N2 level for less consonant chords, and a reverse pattern
of results for the P3 response.
In general, perceptual dissonance in the auditory modality has been

ascribed to the fact that dissonant chords contain frequency compo-
nents that are too closely spaced to be resolved by the cochlea (Plomp
& Levelt, 1965; Hutchinson & Knopoff, 1978). Two harmonics close
in frequency (e.g. a second minor interval) shift in and out of phase
over time, producing an interaction that oscillates, so that the ampli-
tude of the combined physical waveform thus alternately waxes and
wanes (Cousineau et al., 2012). These amplitude modulations are
called ‘beats’ and result in an unpleasant sensation defined as ‘rough-
ness’. Furthermore, if the partials are close enough they excite the
same set of auditory fibres, amplitude modulations are directly observ-
able in the response of the auditory nerve: the neural signal is noisy
and the information delivered is not sufficiently clear for frequency
recognition. Indeed, each neuron is sensitive to a frequency band-
width, and although the neuron responds with the maximum spike rate
to a preferred frequency, it still responds to similar frequencies within
the preferred bandwidth. Pitches too close in frequency therefore stim-
ulate the same neural fibres within the cochlea and along the neural
auditory processing pathway.
A second acoustic property also differentiates consonance and dis-

sonance. The component frequencies of the notes of consonant

chords (which share superior harmonics) combine to produce an
aggregate spectrum that is typically harmonic, resembling the spec-
trum of a single sound that is recognized as a unitary object by the
auditory cortex. This leads to the positive sensation linked to listen-
ing to harmonic vs. disharmonic chords. Finally, the importance of
harmonics in tone perception is supported by auditory neurobiology
(Bowling & Purves, 2015). Neurophysiological recordings in mon-
keys show that some neurons in the primary auditory cortex are dri-
ven by tones with fundamentals at the frequency to which an
auditory neuron is most sensitive as well as integer multiples and
ratios of the same frequency (Kadia & Wang, 2003). Indeed, in
regions bordering primary auditory cortex, some neurons respond to
both isolated fundamental frequencies and their associated harmonic
series (Bendor & Wang, 2005).
Along with the discussion on the nature of auditory consonance

and dissonance, many researchers have addressed the issue of
whether the neural processing of sound harmonic properties depends
on musical experience (either musical training or simply cultural
exposure to music). Similarly, researchers have investigated whether
the typical human preference for consonant sounds depends on the
specific neurobiological hardware devoted to sound processing.
According to Bowling & Purves (2015), sensitivity to harmonic
stimuli is an organizational principle of the auditory cortex in pri-
mates in which the connections of at least some auditory neurons
are determined by the harmonics of the frequency they best respond
to, which is the frequency spectrum of their vocalization. Interest-
ingly, converging studies carried out in human infants (Zentner &
Kagan, 1998; Perani et al., 2010; Virtala et al., 2013) as well as in
primates (Izumi, 2000; Fishman et al., 2001; Sugimoto et al.,
2010), rodents, and birds (Hulse et al., 1995; Crespo-Bojorque &
Toro, 2014) show the existence of a genetically inherited preference
for consonant chords in most species and all human cultures (Butler
& Daston, 1968).
As for humans, Bidelman & Krishnan (2011) provided direct evi-

dence that harmonic preference exists at subcortical stages of audition
(acoustic nerve and brainstem). In this study, brainstem frequency-fol-
lowing responses (FFRs) were measured in response to four prototypi-
cal musical triads. Pitch salience computed from FFRs correctly
predicted the ordering of triadic harmony stipulated by music theory,
from the more consonant to the more dissonant (i.e. major >
minor ≫ diminished > augmented) (Johnson-Laird et al., 2012).
This study aimed at investigating the time course and the neuro-

physiological bases of the sensation of perceptual consonance and
dissonance, particularly in the skilled and naive brain. For this pur-
pose, 200 different pure tones chords (half-consonant and half-disso-
nant according to harmony rules) were synthesized. Half of the
stimuli were composed of two to three tones, whereas the remaining
half was composed of up to six tones. To test the role of frequency
proximities (and beats) in the perception of dissonance, the proxim-
ity of the composing frequency was modulated so that the maximal
distance between two pitches was a minor third, that is, three semi-
tones (the minimum being a quartertone) in half of the stimuli,
whereas the maximal distance was 1 octave plus a tritone, that is,
18 semitone steps, in the other half. We assumed that, due to beats,
tones closer than three semitone steps would stimulate overlapping
neural fibres, thus creating a confused neural signal and a sensation
of perceptual roughness. It was also expected that the ability to dis-
criminate frequency ratios would be more sophisticated in profes-
sional musicians because of their lower Just Noticeable Difference
(JND) threshold for pitch discrimination, thus leading to a finer and
more tuned discriminative response to sound numerosity, harmonic-
ity and frequency closeness. In addition, we also expected to find
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larger neural responses to consonant than dissonant sounds in musi-
cians than controls. The minimal frequency distance (50 cents equal
to a quartertone) used in this study was largely above the human
threshold, which was also true for controls. Indeed, the JND ranges
from approximately 3 Hz (6 cents) for pure tones to 1 Hz (2 cents)
for complex sounds for frequencies below 500 Hz, to about % 5 Hz
(10 cents) for pure tones above 1000 Hz (Kollmeier et al., 2008).
However, it should be pointed out that the above thresholds refer to
the discrimination of sequential pure tones, while they might be
higher for simultaneous pure tones because of their tendency to fuse
perceptually (Moore & Gockel, 2011). This has been empirically
demonstrated in the validation test described later in the text.
On the basis of the available literature it was hypothesized to find

enhanced anterior N2 responses to dissonant vs. consonant chords,
in interaction with musical expertise, and a finer sensitivity to chord
harmonicity in the musicians’ brain (as reflected by significant dif-
ferences in the amplitude of consonant vs. dissonant chords, as a
function of their proximity and complexity, both at perceptual (N1,
N2) and cognitive level (P3 response).

Material and methods

Participants

Thirty-four right-handed young adult subjects (18 musicians and 16
non-musicians) participated in this study. All participants had aca-
demic degrees of the first or second level. The musicians included
nine women and nine men aged between 19 and 28 years
(M = 23.17), with an average of approximately 13 years of musical
study (please see Table 1 for additional information about the musi-
cians’ musical studies). The control group consisted of eight women
and eight men aged between 18 and 27 years (M = 22.25). Controls
had no musical education and no specific interest for music.
All participants had absolutely normal hearing and normal (or

corrected to normal) vision, according to their self-report. They also
reported no history of neurological illness or drug abuse. Their
handedness was assessed by the Italian version of the Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory, which is a laterality preference questionnaire
that reported strong right-handedness and right ocular dominance in
all participants. Data from all participants were included in all analy-
ses. Experiments were conducted with the understanding and written

consent of each participant according to the Declaration of Helsinki
(BMJ 1991, 302:1194) with approval from the Ethical Committee of
the University of Milano-Bicocca and in compliance with APA ethi-
cal standards for the treatment of human volunteers (1992, American
Psychological Association). The University students obtained credits
(CFU) for their participation.

Stimuli

Stimuli consisted of 200 chords consisting of pure (sinusoidal)
tones, 100 dissonant and 100 consonant ones. For each stimulus
class, half of the chords (50 consonant and 50 dissonant) were made
of two to three pure tones (named ‘chords with few sounds’, or
briefly, ‘few’) and the remaining (50 consonant and 50 dissonant)
were made of 5–6 sounds (named ‘chords with many sounds’, or
briefly, ‘many’). Within the dissonant chord class, two additional
stimuli categories were used, which included chords that were made
of tones near in frequency (the distance between the lowest and the
highest notes being three semitone steps) named ‘near’, and chords
made of tones far in frequency (the distance between the lowest and
the highest pitch being at least 18 semitone steps) named ‘far’ (in
the case of only two composing tones, the smallest interval was a
minor ninth, i.e. 13 semitones).
These categories were created to test: (i) the role of co-stimulation

of overlapping or adjacent fibres in producing a dissonant negative
sensation (assessed by contrasting ‘near’ vs. ‘far’ in dissonant
chords), as near chords included harmonics differing in quartertones
(50 cents), and (ii) to test the effect of musical expertise in fre-
quency tuning capability, by investigating a possible interaction
between group and tone proximity. The few-many dimension was
manipulated to observe the effect of auditory complexity and sound
intensity/energy.
All auditory stimuli were created using Logic-Pro 2013 software

for Apple. Sounds were pure (single sinewave) with midi timbre
(with no harmonics). Stimuli were balanced across classes for types
of intervals and tonality. All minor and major tonalities were used
(about twice) to create chords, and equally for the various stimulus
categories. Dissonant chords (not reflecting a specific tonality) were
balanced for the lowest tone of the chord, which acted as the bass,
from the ‘harmonic point of view’. All tones of the chromatic scale
were used (approximately twice) to act as the bass of the dissonant
chords, and equally for the various stimulus categories (some exam-
ple of stimuli are provided in Fig. 1). Stimulus categories allowed
the following contrasts:

1 100 consonant vs. 100 dissonant chords (regardless of
complexity)

2 100 few vs. 100 many chords (regardless of dissonance)
3 50 dissonant near, 50 dissonant far chords (regardless of

complexity)

Sound intensity was equalized across low vs. high pitches so that
all sinusoids had the same (physical) intensity. The individual notes of
a chord were balanced for intensity. The difference in sound volume
between chords with few and many notes was preserved. The overall
playback level was 42.49 dB (min = 24.7; max = 59.7 dB), accord-
ing to sound level meter PCE-999 (resolution = 0.1 dB). All sounds
lasted 3 s and reached their maximum intensity in the first 100 ms.
Sound intensity decreased gradually to silence in the last second (see
Fig. 2, top row). Fifteen different 3-note arpeggios created with midi
timbre of harp were used as targets for the experimental session. All
arpeggios were ascendant, in major tonality and lasted 1 s. Their
intensity was matched with that of the non-target stimuli.

Table 1. Age, sex, years of musical studies (YMS) and conservatory
degrees of musicians

Age YMS Academic degree Instrument Sex

28 20 2nd degree laureate Violin F
24 16 Diploma V.O. Clarinet F
28 12 Diploma V.O. Viola F
19 12 1st degree diploma Cello F
24 9 1st degree diploma Cello M
23 10 Diploma V.O. Traverse flute F
22 11 1st degree diploma Percussion F
19 14 1st degree diploma Violin F
21 11 1st degree diploma Clarinet M
22 11 Diploma V.O. Clarinet M
20 12 1st degree diploma Violin F
25 17 2nd degree laureate Saxophone F
24 18 2nd degree laureate Violin M
23 10 Diploma V.O. Clarinet M
27 10 1st degree diploma Piano M
20 10 1st degree diploma Horn M
24 12 1st degree diploma Clarinet M
24 16 1st degree diploma Piano M
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Stimulus validation

Pure tones were used because their waveforms consist of a single
frequency. However, because they tend to fuse perceptually when
presented simultaneously and their pitch is processed with greater
difficulty because they have no harmonics (Moore & Gockel, 2011),
a validation test aimed at testing the discriminability of single tones
in a chord was performed in an independent group of skilled musi-
cians.
Eighteen musicians (nine men and nine women) ranging in age

between 19 and 58 years (mean age = 31. 4 years) participated in
the stimulus validation. All had academic degrees of the first or sec-
ond level and were professional musicians (for study or work activi-
ties). Their onset age of acquisition of musical abilities varied
between 4 and 15 years (mean age = 8), and they had been practic-
ing for an average of 23.3 years.
Musicians were instructed to listen to each clip through a set of

headphones for a maximum of three times. After listening, they had
to decide how many sounds they perceived knowing that each chord
might be formed by two to six sounds. A Pearson’s correlation
(Pearson’s Rho) was computed between the averaged estimated
number and the real number of partials of which chords were made
up. In both cases, the two measures positively correlated (P < 0.05):
the correlation was r = 0.52 for dissonant chords and r = 0.71 for
consonant chords (see Fig. 3). The slightly lower correlation for dis-
sonant sounds can be explained by the fact that dissonant chords
close in frequency presented microtone intervals between the com-
posing sounds (the shortest interval being a quarter of tone, i.e. 50
cents). Although there was a significant correlation between the esti-
mated number and the real number of partials composing the chords,
the listeners tended to underestimate partials numerosity, especially
for very complex chords (4–6 units). The underestimation increased
as the number of partials increased (from 0.5 to 1.5 units).

Procedure

Participants sat comfortably on a chair located inside an electri-
cally shielded and anechoic chamber for electroencephalogram

(EEG) testing. They faced (through a glass window) a PC screen
located 120 cm from their eyes. A bright visual stimulus, that is
the xylophone depicted in Fig. 2 (middle row), was permanently
projected on the screen during the experimental sequences to pre-
vent the generation of artifactual alpha EEG waves due to a lack
of visual stimulation. Participants were asked to maintain fixation
of the centre of the screen and avoid any eye or body movements
during EEG recording. Participants wore a set of headphones
(Sennheiser 202 model) for auditory stimulation. Stimuli were pre-
sented randomly mixed for 3000 ms with an ISI of
1500 � 200 ms (please see Fig. 2, bottom row). Stimuli of the
four classes were equally represented in eight sequences of 25
stimuli, intermixed by couple minutes pauses. The whole recording
session lasted about 45 min. In every stimulus sequence,
participants were presented two or three targets (chords with a
harp timber).
The experimental session was preceded by a training phase to

help familiarize subjects with the experimental setting. The training
phase included the presentation of chords not used in the experiment
intermixed with the target sounds. Participants were given written
instructions on task requirements, which consisted of pressing as
accurately and quickly as possible a joypad (with the right or left
index finger) whenever they perceived the target stimulus. The
response hand order was counterbalanced across sequences. Stimu-
lus presentation was randomized and counterbalanced across sub-
jects. Each sequence began with the presentation of the words
‘Ready’, ‘Set’ and then ‘Go’ on the screen, written in capital letters,
and ended with an image of the word ‘Thanks’ after each of the
different sequences.

Electroencephalogram recording and analysis

Electroencephalogram data were continuously recorded from 128
scalp sites according to the 10–5 International System (Oostenveld
& Praamstra, 2001) at a sampling rate of 512 Hz. Horizontal and
vertical eye movements were also recorded. Averaged ears served
as the reference lead. The EEG and electrooculogram were

Fig. 1. Some example of stimuli for each of the various categories. Cons, consonant chords; dis, dissonant chords.
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amplified with a half-amplitude bandpass of 0.016–70 Hz. Elec-
trode impedance was maintained below 5 kΩ. EEG epochs were
synchronized with the onset of stimulus presentation. Computerized
artefact rejection was performed prior to averaging to discard
epochs in which eye movements, blinks, excessive muscle poten-
tials or amplifier blocking occurred. The artefact rejection criterion
was a peak-to-peak amplitude exceeding � 50 lV, which resulted
in a rejection rate of � 5%. Evoked-response potentials (ERPs)
from �100 ms to 3000 ms after stimulus onset were averaged off-
line. ERP components were identified and measured, with respect
to the average baseline voltage over the interval from �100 to
0 ms, at scalp sites and latency in which they reached the maxi-
mum amplitude.

swLORETA source localization

For each group of participants, low-resolution electromagnetic tomo-
graphies (LORETAs) were performed on the ERPs to consonant and
dissonant chords in the N1 latency range (100–160 ms) and on dif-
ference-waves obtained by subtracting ERPs evoked with close fre-
quencies from those evoked with far frequencies between 250–
350 ms. LORETA (Pasqual-Marqui et al., 1994) is a discrete linear
solution to the inverse EEG problem and corresponds to the 3D dis-
tribution of neuronal electrical activity that has a maximal similar
(i.e. maximally synchronized) orientation and strength between
neighbouring neuronal populations (represented by adjacent voxels).
In this study, an improved version of the standardized weighted
LORETA was used (Palmero-Soler et al., 2007). This version,

Fig. 2. (Top) Temporal distribution of average sound energy/intensity for chords composed by few (top) vs. many (bottom) sounds. It can also be seen
how intensity was attenuated at the beginning of the 3rd second. (Middle) Colored background stimulus used to provide a continued and pleasant visual
stimulation during auditory recording to prevent excessive alpha artefacts. For this aim, an xylophone (musical instrument) is depicted with bright colours,
stripes of varying spatial frequencies and orientations, and varying shapes and sizes. (Bottom) Sketchy description of experimental procedure, stimulus
duration and ISI.
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called swLORETA, incorporates a singular value decomposition-
based lead field-weighting method. The source space properties
included a grid spacing (the distance between two calculation
points) of five points (mm) and an estimated signal-to-noise ratio
(which defines the regularization; a higher value indicates less regu-
larization and therefore less blurred results) of three. The use of a
value of 3–4 for the computation of SNR in the Tikhonov’s regular-
ization produces superior accuracy of the solutions for any inverse
problems assessed. swLORETA was performed on the group data
(grand-averaged data) to identify statistically significant electromag-
netic dipoles (P < 0.05) in which larger magnitudes correlated with
more significant activation. The data were automatically re-refer-
enced to the average reference as part of the LORETA analysis. A
realistic boundary element model (BEM) was derived from a T1-
weighted 3D MRI data set through segmentation of the brain tissue.
This BEM model consisted of one homogeneous compartment com-
prising 3446 vertices and 6888 triangles. Advanced Source Analysis
(ASA) employs a realistic head model of three layers (scalp, skull
and brain) created using the BEM. This realistic head model com-
prises a set of irregularly shaped boundaries and the conductivity
values for the compartments between them. Each boundary is
approximated by a number of points, which are interconnected by
plane triangles. The triangulation leads to a more or less evenly dis-
tributed mesh of triangles as a function of the chosen grid value. A
smaller value for the grid spacing results in finer meshes and vice
versa. With the aforementioned realistic head model of three layers,
the segmentation is assumed to include current generators of brain
volume, including both grey and white matter. Scalp, skull, and
brain region conductivities were assumed to be 0.33, 0.0042 and
0.33 respectively (Zanow & Knosche, 2004). The source reconstruc-
tion solutions were projected onto the 3D MRI of the Collins brain,
which was provided by the Montreal Neurological Institute. The
probabilities of source activation based on Fisher’s F-test were pro-
vided for each independent EEG source, the values of which are
indicated in a so-called ‘unit’ scale (the larger, the more significant).
Both the segmentation and generation of the head model were

performed using the ASA software program Advanced Neuro Tech-
nology (ANT, Enschede, the Netherlands).

Data analysis

ERPs were separately averaged for Consonant vs. Dissonant chords
(N = 100 vs. N = 100). Chords were made of Few (2–3, N = 100)
or Many (5–6, N = 100) composing sounds. For dissonant sounds,
chords were made of near composing frequencies that were within
1.5 tone (N = 50), or they were made of Far composing sounds that
were at least 1.5 octave (N = 50) frequencies.
Event-related potential components elicited within the first second

of stimulation were identified and measured where and when they
reached their maximum amplitude at scalp surface.
The peak amplitude of central N1 (on Consonant/Dissonant ERP

averages) was measured at central and frontal central sites (C1, C2,
FCC1h, FCC2h) within the 110–170 ms time window. The time
window was centred around the latency experimentally found (i.e.
~ 140 � 30). The mean area amplitude of the anterior P300 (on
Consonant/Dissonant ERP averages) was measured at frontal central
sites (FFC1 h and FFC2 h) within the 300–400 time window. This
response, also called P3a, is thought to reflect the automatic orient-
ing towards a no-go stimuli with a frontal distribution (Borchard
et al., 2015). It was expected to be much earlier that the parietal
P300 to targets (also known as P3b), thought to reflect voluntary
attention and attentional selection. The mean area amplitude of cen-
tral P300 (on Few/Many ERP averages) was measured at the central
and frontal central sites (C1-C2, FCC1h-FCC2h) within the 300–
400 ms time window. The mean area amplitude of N2 (on Near/Far
Dissonant averages) was measured at the FPz site within the 250–
350 ms time window. The mean area amplitude of central P300 (on
Near/Far Dissonant averages) was measured at the CPz site within
the 250–350 ms time window.
Individual measures of each ERP component (in lV) from the 12

musicians and 12 controls were analysed with repeated multifactorial
ANOVAs, the remaining data were discarded for excessive EEG or

Fig. 3. Results of the validation test. Pearson’s correlations between real numbers of pure sounds composing chords and perceived numerosity for dissonant
(left) and consonant (right) chords.
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ocular artefacts. The ANOVA included for all ERP components the
between-group factor of Expertise (musicians, vs. controls) and two
within-group factors, Electrode (depending on the ERP component
of interest) and Hemisphere (left, right). For the N1 and anterior
P300 components, the factor Consonance (consonance, dissonance)
was included. For the central P300, the factors Consonance (conso-
nance, dissonance), and Complexity (few, many composing sounds)
were included. For N2 and central P300, the factor of frequency
Proximity (near, far) was included. Duncan post hoc comparisons
among means were performed.

Results

Response time to rare targets (harp arpeggios, 10% of probability)
was on average 593.7 ms (Musicians: 588.7 ms (SE = 32.4 ms);
Non-musicians = 598.8 ms (SE = 29 ms). They did not differ statis-
tically (P = 0.82) across groups.
The ERP waveforms recorded to rare targets and consonant

chords in the two groups of participants are displayed in Fig. 4 for
a comparison. It is possible to appreciate how selective attention
greatly enhanced both perceptual and cognitive components of audi-
tory ERPs. However, due to the huge difference in stimulus proba-
bility and unequal number of averages x trials, the two conditions
were not statistically analysed. Highlighted are two late positive
potentials: the anterior P300 to non-targets (P3a according to Bor-
chard et al., 2015), larger in musicians than in controls, and parietal
P3b, indexing voluntary attention to targets (Polich, 2007). The
latencies of anterior P300 at Fcz were as follows: Musi-
cians = 330 ms for consonant chords, 342 ms for dissonant chords;
Non-Musicians = 318 ms for consonant chords; 320 ms for disso-
nant chords. The P3b to targets was much later in latency, as

predicted by current literature. The latency of P3b at Pz site was
about 484 ms (musicians: 443 ms, non-musicians: 488 ms).
Figure 5 shows the grand-averaged ERP waveforms recorded in

the two groups as a function of chord consonance. Because stimuli
were accurately balanced across classes for perceptual characteristics
(intensity, number of composing sounds, pitch, intervals, tonal
range, timbre), except for consonance/dissonance, ERP waveforms
almost overlapped at posterior areas, but they showed two specific
effects of consonance. These effects were observed at an early (N1)
and later (N2, P300) processing stage at anterior scalp areas. P300
and later slow waves were also largely modulated by musical exper-
tise.

Auditory N1 (138 ms): effect of consonance

The auditory N1 peaked at approximately 135 ms in musicians and
at 141 ms in Controls, but with no significant difference in latency.
The ANOVA performed on N1 peak amplitude values showed (for
both groups) a significant interaction between Consonance x Hemi-
sphere (F1,22 = 5.6; P < 0.03), indicating that N1 amplitudes were
much larger in response to consonant than dissonant stimuli, with
significantly larger amplitudes recorded over the left hemisphere
(Dissonant: RH = �2.21, SE 0.37; LH = �1.99, SE = 0.35;
P < 0.05; Consonant: LH = �2.50, SE = 0.38; RH = �2.51,
SE = 0.4 lV). Overall N1 was larger over the right than left hemi-
sphere (P < 0.01) as visible from the topographical maps of Fig. 6.
To identify the neural source of the N1 responses to chords, two

swLORETAs were applied to the grand-averaged waveforms
recorded in the two groups of participants as a function of chord
consonance (or lack of it) in the 110–160 latency range. Table 2
shows a list of electromagnetic dipoles at the scalp surface that were

Fig. 4. Grand-average ERPs recorded at anterior-frontal, central, central/parietal and parietal midline in controls (C) and Musicians (M). ERPs to rare targets
(harp arpeggios) are in red while ERPs to consonant non-target chords are in blue (musicians) and black (controls).
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the sources of N1 responses to chords. In musicians, brain activity
was much stronger to consonant than to dissonant chords. Activity
in the right auditory cortex was involved with consonant chords,
whereas the left auditory cortex was involved with dissonant chords
(see Fig. 7), along with the thalamus and regions representing musi-
cal affective properties (limbic and cingulate cortex). In controls,
there was a much weaker effect of chord consonance, but a similar
pattern of hemispheric asymmetry for sound processing was
observed (a left vs. right temporal engagement).

Anterior P300 (300–400 ms): effect of consonance

The ANOVA performed with the P300 amplitude values recorded at
frontal central sites (also known as P3a) showed a significant effect
of Expertise (F1,22 = 6.0; P < 0.025), with larger P300 responses
recorded in Musicians (1.89 lV, SE = 0.48) than in Controls
(0.26 lV, SE = 0.46), which is evident in Fig. 8. The Consonance
factor also was significant (F1,22 = 5.6; P < 0.03), indicating larger
P300 amplitudes in response to Consonant chords (1.40 lV,
SE = 0.33) than Dissonant chords (0.75 lV, SE = 0.39). A simple-
effects analysis performed on the Consonance x Group interaction
(F1,11 = 10.7; P < 0.0075) showed a significant effect for Conso-
nance in the Musician group, with a larger P300 evoked in response
to consonant chords (2.39 lV, SE = 0.48) than to dissonant chords
in musicians (1.39 lV, (SE = 0.56) but not for controls (conso-
nant = 0.41 lV, SE = 0.48; dissonant = 0.11 lV, SE = 0.53).

Central P300 (300–400 ms): effect of sound complexity

The ANOVA performed with the P300 amplitude values recorded at
central sites in response to chords made of few (2–3) or many (5–6)
composing tones revealed significant the effect of Complexity
(F1,22 = 12.25; P < 0.002), showing larger P300 amplitudes evoked
in response to louder ‘Many’ stimuli (2.03 lV, SE = 1) than to
softer ‘Few’ stimuli (0.85 lV, SE = 0.87), in both groups (see maps
and waveforms in Fig. 9). The ANOVA also revealed a significant
main effect of group (F1,22 = 4.83, P < 0.035), with larger
responses recorded in musicians (2.07 lV; SE = 0.41) than in con-
trols (0.81 lV; SE = 0.40). The interaction of Group x Complexity
x Electrode also was significant (F1,22 = 4.58; P < 0.05). Relative
post hoc comparisons showed that the group differences were much
larger and significant (P < 0.05) in response to many sounds (at
frontocentral sites) than those for few stimuli. The mean and SE
values for this interaction are presented in Fig. 10.

N2 (250–350 ms): effect of frequency proximity

For dissonant stimuli, an ANOVA was performed on the mean N2 val-
ues recorded at FPz in response to near tones (with a frequency dis-
tance between the higher and the lower pitch of the chord inferior to
1.5 tone) vs. far tones (with a frequency distance of at least 1.5
octaves between the higher and the lower chord pitch). Figure 11A
and B shows the grand-averaged ERP waveforms recorded in the

Fig. 5. Grand-average ERPs recorded at the left and right anterior, central and occipital scalp sites in both participant groups as a function of chord conso-
nance/dissonance.
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two groups as a function of stimulus consonance and frequency
proximity. The ANOVA revealed a significant effect for the factor Fre-
quency proximity (F1,22 = 14.57; P < 0.011), showing larger N2
amplitudes in response to Near (�1.95 lV, SE = 0.49 than Far
(�0.44 lV, SE = 0.45) dissonant stimuli. In addition, a significant
interaction of Proximity x Group (F1,22 = 4.20; P = 0.05) indicated
a significant effect for the factor Proximity (Near = �2.63 lV,
SE = 0.69; Far = �0.3 lV, SE = 0.64), but only for the musicians
group (P < 0.002). N2 amplitude did not differ (P = 0.6) as a func-
tion of frequency proximity in the controls (Near = �1.28 lV,
SE = 0.7; Far = �0.57 lV (SE = 0.64).

Central P300 (250–350 ms): effect of frequency proximity

The ANOVA performed on the P300 amplitude values recorded at the
CPz site showed a significant effect for the factor Frequency prox-
imity (F1,22 = 32; P < 0.00001), showing larger P300 amplitudes in
response to Far (2.17 lV, SE = 0.32) than to Near stimuli
(0.39 lV, SE = 0.34). The factor Expertise also was significant
(F1,22 = 4.12; P < 0.05), indicating larger P300s evoked in

musicians (1.87 lV, SE = 0.41) than in controls (0.69 lV,
SE = 0.41). The factor Expertise showed a significant interaction
with the factor frequency proximity (F1,22 = 4.4; P < 0.05). Rela-
tive post hoc comparisons indicated a significant difference between
P300s evoked in response to Near and Far frequency stimuli in
musicians (P < 0.0002; Far = 3.1 lV, SE = 0.45; Close = 0.65 lV,
SE = 0.48) and with a tendency for significance in controls
(P = 0.089; Far = 1.248 lV, SE = 0.45; Close = 0.13 lV,
SE = 0.48). This difference in sensitivity is evident in the wave-
forms presented in Fig. 11A and B.
To identify the neural sources of N2 responses to chords whose

composing frequencies included fractions of tone, two different
waveforms were computed (one per group) by subtracting ERPs
evoked in response to near frequencies from ERPS evoked in
response to far frequencies. Two swLORETAs were then applied to
the two waveforms in the 250–350 latency range, which corre-
sponded to earliest N2 time window (see Fig. 12). Table 3 shows a
list of electromagnetic dipoles identifying the N2 voltage sources
recorded in response to chords with quartertones. In musicians, brain
activity was much stronger in magnitude compared to that of con-
trols, and the sources included the left auditory temporal cortex and
affective brain regions possibly supporting the psychological and
aesthetical appreciation of musical information, namely the right
orbitofrontal cortex (BA11), left anterior cingulate, left posterior cin-
gulate cortices and left uncus. In controls, processing of quartertones
was associated with activation of the temporal regions bilaterally
and both limbic and frontal areas (medial frontal, anterior cingulate,
uncus) on the right side, possibly indicating a more negative
psychological appreciation.

Discussion

The analysis of ERP amplitudes revealed important group differ-
ences that reflect the manner in which skilled vs. na€ıve brains pro-
cess sound frequency of pure tone chords. The numerosity of
composing sounds (chord complexity) had a stronger effect in the
musicians than in controls, with the largest group difference associ-
ated with the processing of more complex chords, regardless of their
consonance. This effect was indexed by the amplitude of the fronto-
central P300 response, which was therefore sensitive to stimulus
complexity and perceptual characteristics, such as intensity (multi-
tonal chords were louder than bichords). Since the processing of
sound intensity it is not known be modulated by musical expertise,
we hypothesize that the increased frontocentral P300 in response to
complex than simple chords in musicians might reflect a more
sophisticated tonal representation of chords in working memory
(George & Coch, 2011; Sepp€anen et al., 2012).
The effect of frequency proximity of composing tones in disso-

nant chords was significant only in musicians for both N2 and P300
components. This effect of musical expertise on musical chord pro-
cessing fully agrees with previous neuroscientific literature (e.g. Vir-
tala et al., 2012, 2014; Kung et al. (2014); Schoen & Besson, 2005;
Minati et al., 2009).
In this study, the auditory N1 representing the first cortical

response to sounds (N€a€at€anen & Picton, 1987), was larger at fron-
tocentral sites (N€a€at€anen et al., 1988) and in response to conso-
nant than to dissonant chords in both groups, thus suggesting that
the universality of sensory consonance may be an emergent prop-
erty of the nervous system. This difference was significantly larger
over the left than right hemisphere, possibly indicating a hemi-
spheric specialization for processing the frequency of pure tone
chords. Notwithstanding a consonance effect was present in both

Fig. 6. (Top) ERPs recorded at the left central sites indicating the modula-
tion of the auditory N1 component. (Bottom) Isocolor voltage topographic
map of N1 recorded in musicians and controls within the 110–170 ms time
window, as a function of chord harmonicity (consonance/dissonance).
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groups, it was macroscopically greater in musicians than in con-
trols, as shown by the ERPs and source reconstruction data. The
analysis of swLORETA showed that the response in musicians
was much stronger to consonant than dissonant chords. This anal-
ysis also revealed that the activity of the right auditory cortex
was associated with consonant chords, whereas activity of the left
auditory cortex was associated with dissonant chords, along with
thalamic, limbic and cingulate regions representing musical affec-
tive properties (BA23/24) (Blood et al., 1999; Koelsch, 2005; Sel
& Calvo-Merino, 2013). Interestingly, in both groups, the left
uncus was activated during perception of consonant but not disso-
nant chords for the N1 response, possibly suggesting a positive
emotional connotation (Park et al., 2009) of consonance perceptual
experience.
In our study N1 peaked at approximately 135–140 ms. Its rela-

tively late latency (normally ranging between 50 and 150 ms
(N€a€at€anen & Picton, 1987), but usually peaking at about 95–105 ms
depending on sound intensity (Zhang et al., 2009), might be due to

Fig. 7. SwLORETA inverse solution performed on brain activity recorded
during the 110–160 ms time window in response to consonant and dissonant
chords in musicians. The different colours represent differences in the magni-
tude of the electromagnetic signal (nAm). The dipoles are shown as arrows and
indicate the position, orientation and magnitude of the dipole modelling solu-
tion applied to the ERP waveform in the specific time window. L = left;
R = right; numbers refer to the displayed brain slice in the MRI imaging plane.

Table 2. Active electromagnetic dipoles and Talairach coordinates (in mm) of sources attributed to the surface voltages recorded for N1 in response to conso-
nant and dissonant chords, regardless of numerosity or closeness of composing tones, between 110–160 ms in musicians and controls

Magn. T-x T-y T-z Hem. Lobe Gyrus BA Function

MUSICIANS (Consonant)
6.38 1.5 �11.5 9.9 R Sub-Lobar Thalamus Sound analysis
5.71 1.5 �5.6 28.5 R Limbic Cingulate 23/24 Music/Emotions
4.79 �8.5 �0.6 �28.2 L Limbic Uncus 28 Music
4.07 70.5 �36.6 �1.3 R Temp Middle Temporal 21 Sound analysis

MUSICIANS (Dissonant)
4.21 11.3 �11.5 9.9 R Sub-Lobar Thalamus Sound analysis
3.93 1.5 �20.3 26.8 R Limbic Cingulate 23 Music/Emotions
3.14 �58.5 �9.4 �14.0 L Temp Inferior Temporal 21 Sound analysis

CONTROLS (Consonant)
7.61 11.3 �2.1 �13.3 R Limbic Parahippoc. 34 Emotional memory
7.43 �8.5 �0.6 �28.2 L Limbic Uncus 28 Music/Emotions
7.32 50.8 �0.6 �28.2 R Temp Middle Temporal 21 Sound analysis
6.09 1.5 2.4 29.4 R Limbic Anterior Cingulate 24 No-Go inhibition

CONTROLS (Dissonant)
6.25 �38.5 9.1 �27.5 L Temp Superior Temporal 38 Sound analysis
6.10 21.2 5.3 2.7 R Sub-Lobar Putamen Temporal regularity
5.92 1.5 38.2 �17.9 R F Medial Frontal 11 No-Go inhibition
5.79 11.3 35.3 5.3 R Limbic Anterior Cingulate 24 No-Go inhibition
5.27 �58.5 �26.5 �0.6 L T Middle temporal 21 Sound analysis

Magn., magnitude (in nAm); Hem, hemisphere; BA, Brodmann area.

Fig. 8. (Top) ERPs recorded at the right frontocentral site indicating the mod-
ulation of the P300 response (if any) in both participant groups as a function of
chord consonance/dissonance. (Bottom) Isocolor voltage topographic map of
P300 recorded in musicians and controls within the 300–400 ms time window
as a function of chord harmonicity (consonance/dissonance).
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the lack of harmonics of pure tones along with the low playback
level (42.49 dB). The intensity was set as such to reduce the ear
pain produced by beats. According to the literature, sounds with har-
monics are preferred to pure tones, in terms of neural computing.
Electrophysiological evidence for such a preference come from both
ERP studies in humans and neurophysiological recordings in cats.
For example, Nikjeh et al. (2009) found later P1 latencies to pure
than harmonic tones in musicians. Carrasco & Lomber (2011)
recorded the neuronal activation times to simple, complex and natu-
ral sounds in cat primary and non-primary auditory cortex. They
found that signals with a broadband spectrum (noise bursts) induce
faster cortical responses than signals with narrow bands (pure tones).
It is also known that the threshold sensitivity for frequency discrimi-
nation (the JND; just noticeable difference) is lower for complex
than pure tones (Kollmeier et al., 2008).
In the next time window (250–350 ms) at frontocentral sites, only

in musicians the N2 was found to differ as a function of pitch prox-
imity, being it much larger for near dissonant tones than for far dis-
sonant tones. The presence of this perceptual response only in
musicians indicates that musical expertise can enhance the ability to
discriminate frequency, especially for quartertones that stimulate

overlapping neural fibres. A similar modulation of another anterior
negativity, namely a MMN, resulting from musical expertise has
been shown in many ERP studies (e.g. Vuust et al., 2012). This pat-
tern of results, which included a lack of a N2 to harmonically devi-
ant chords in non-musicians and an N1 modulation for consonant
vs. dissonant chords in both groups, shared some similarity with the
findings reported by Virtala et al. (2012). In their study, Virtala
et al. investigated ERPs evoked in response to minor vs. major
chords and found N1 modulation in both musicians and controls
and an MMN effect in musicians but not controls. This framework
suggests a difference between an automatic sensory response (N1)
and a more complex processing that reflects cortical representation
of pre-attentive sound (N€a€at€anen, 2008) that is heavily modulated
by musical education and exposure to music.
In our study, a frontocentral P3 response (300–400 ms) was

observed in musicians, which was larger for consonant than disso-
nant chords. However, this discriminative response was and not
observed in controls, as demonstrated by simple-effect analysis, thus
further indicating a finer ability of musicians in perceiving harmonic
tonal and atonal relationships. This interpretation is supported by
ERP evidence demonstrating the role of P300 in indexing conscious
perceptual processing and working memory processes (George &
Coch, 2011; Sepp€anen et al., 2012), the larger the P300 deflection
the more accurate and detailed the representation. In fact, it has been
shown that P300 amplitude may reflect listeners’ sensitivity to fine-
grained differences in auditory processing (Toscano et al., 2010).
One might argue that dissonant near stimuli (featuring microtones)
also contained temporal fluctuations (due to beats) besides spectral
information: in any case musical expertise enhanced the ability to
process this type of information.
Overall, these findings indicate a finer and more tuned frequency

analysis in the skilled musician’s brain. Consistent with these results

Fig. 9. (Top) ERPs recorded at the midline central site indicating modula-
tion of the P300 response in the two groups of participants as a function of
numerosity of composing sounds. (Bottom) Isocolor voltage topographic map
of P300 recorded in musicians and controls within the 300–400 ms time win-
dow as a function of tone numerosity (few vs. many).

Fig. 10. Amplitude values of the P300 response recorded at central and
frontocentral sites in the two groups as a function of numerosity of chord
composing sounds. Group differences increased with many composing
sounds that were processed simultaneously.
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is evidence from psychophysical studies reported by Micheyl et al.
(2006) in which pitch discrimination thresholds for pure and com-
plex tones measured in 30 classical musicians were more than six
times larger than those of the classical musicians. Furthermore, our
present results agree with the ERP findings reported by Nikjeh et al.
(2009), who measured MMN and P3a responses to pure tones, har-
monic complexes and speech syllables in trained musicians vs. non-
musicians. In that study, they found that musicians had shorter
MMN latencies for all deviances (harmonic tones, pure tones, and
speech).
In general, a sensitivity to consonance also can be found in

non-musicians, but with simpler stimuli (2 tones chords) and
intervals > 1 tone. For example, Itoh et al. (2003) found larger
P2 and smaller N2 responses to dissonant vs. consonant bichords
in non-musicians, but they observed no N1 response. Interest-
ingly, post hoc tests performed in that study revealed that the
waveforms were the most negative for the minor second (1 semi-
tone) and the least negative (or most positive) for the perfect fifth
(7 semitones) for both P2 and N2, which resembles our near vs.
far distinction.
To investigate the extent to which the perception of dissonance

depended on frequency proximity and beats (near dissonant chords)
or to consonance (far dissonant chords), a LORETA source

reconstruction was applied to the N2 response to quartertones minus
far chords. This contrast highlighted a massive activation of limbic
and temporal brain areas that differed between the two groups.
Overall, quartertone perception was associated with an increased
activation of the left cingulate cortex and left uncus in musicians,
but it was associated with the right cingulate cortex and right uncus
in controls. This right hemispheric asymmetry in controls might
reflect an emotional response to negative tones, which is linked to
tension, discomfort or annoyance, and was likely due to the pres-
ence of beats in the sound spectrum of this class of inharmonic
chords. In fact, it is generally agreed that the left hemisphere is
dominant for processing positive emotions, whereas the right hemi-
sphere is dominant for processing negative emotions (Sackeim
et al., 1982; Beraha et al., 2012). The motivational approach-with-
drawal hypothesis model (Davidson, 1995; Demaree et al., 2005)
proposes that happiness and pleasure (classified as approach emo-
tions because they indicate a drive of the individual towards the
environmental stimuli, in the present case: consonant chords) would
activate the left hemisphere more than the right hemisphere. In con-
trast, pain and disgust (in the present case annoyance for the disso-
nant chords and their beats) was associated with withdrawal
behaviours that tend to lead the individual away from the environ-
mental sources of aversive stimulation, and this would activate the

Fig. 11. (A) MUSICIANS. Grand-average ERP waveforms recorded in skilled professional musicians as a function of stimulus harmonicity and frequency
closeness. (B) CONTROLS. Grand-average ERP waveforms recorded in non-musicians as a function of stimulus harmonicity and frequency closeness.
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right hemisphere more than the left hemisphere. This framework is
highly compatible with the activation of the left uncus in both
groups during perception of consonant chords at the N1 level, as
previously discussed.
The limbic activation responding to quartertones in musicians at

the N2 level was bilateral and included the left uncus and the left
cingulate cortex, possibly indicating a less negative emotional
response to dissonance response compared to controls. This pattern
of activation might be due to their cognitive and professional inter-
ests and increased appreciation for dissonant material. In this regard,
cross-cultural studies with atonal and non-Western music have
shown that skilled listeners learn to comprehend and appreciate non-
Western harmonic structures with repeated exposure and music edu-
cation (see Meyers, 2012 for a review). Notwithstanding that, the
main source of intracranial activity to quartertones in musicians was
the right orbitofrontal cortex (BA 11), possibly indexing the
response to beats and to the unusual acoustic stimulation that is
uncharacteristic of the Western tonal system, as was demonstrated in
the literature (Zentner et al., 2008; Sugimoto et al., 2010; Johnson-
Laird et al., 2012). The relation between brain activation and aes-
thetic experience was not directly investigated in this study, but this
could be verified by aesthetic judgment experiments using the same
stimuli in a follow up study.
One of the most relevant findings in this study is the right vs. left

hemispheric specialization for the processing for consonant vs.

dissonant chords that was evident at the sensory level (N1 genera-
tors = BA21/38), which showed an inverted direction in a later N2
perceptual stage (250–350 ms) in musicians. Musicians exhibited a
strong specialization in the left medial/superior temporal cortex for
processing quartertones and near tonal frequencies. Overall, neu-
rometabolic studies reported in the literature suggest that sounds
with complex spectral structures activate associative auditory areas
(BA21/38) in both hemispheres (e.g. Mirz et al., 1999; Specht &
Reul, 2003). The pattern of a left-sided lateralization for quartertone
processing in musicians fits with previous literature suggesting a
specialization of left auditory areas as a result of musical education.
For example, the MEG study by Pantev et al. (1998) showed that
micro populations in the left auditory cortex that processed piano
tones were enlarged by approximately 25% in musicians compared
with control subjects who had never played an instrument. Quite
consistently, Tervaniemi et al. (2011) found a more pronounced left
hemispheric specialization for chord processing in musicians than
controls. They recorded the magnetic counterpart of the electrical
mismatch negativity (MMNm) responses in professional musicians
and non-musicians during perception of short sounds with frequency
and duration deviants (in an easy task) as opposed to C major
chords with C minor chords as deviants (in a more complex task).
Non-musicians exhibited less pronounced left hemispheric activation
during the chord discrimination process than did musicians. Interest-
ingly, there was no difference in hemispheric lateralization of the

Fig. 11. Continued.
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auditory cortex activity between the two groups for the easy condi-
tion (simplified spectral sound structure).
Minati et al. (2009) found that musicians had larger hemody-

namic responses in the inferior and middle frontal gyri, premotor

cortex and inferior parietal lobule when they compared consonant to
dissonant chords during four-tone chords. These blood oxygen level
dependent activation differences were right-lateralized for non-musi-
cians and more symmetric for musicians. Similarly, Kung et al.
(2014) found a right-sided lateralization in controls and a more bilat-
eral pattern of activation for processing dissonant chords. Interest-
ingly, Bidelman & Grall (2014) compared neural processing of
consonant and dissonant dyads (i.e. two-tone chords intervals)
within the same octave (unisons to octave, semitone spacing) in nine
right-handed non-musicians and found that frequency coding
emerged pre-attentively within approximately 150 ms of the onset
of pitch and mainly involved the right superior temporal gyrus. A
positron emission tomography study by Peretz et al. (2001) that
included amusic patients and controls found that the parahippocam-
pal and the precuneus areas showed cerebral blood flow (CBF)
increases as a function of increasing dissonance, whereas the bilat-
eral orbitofrontal, medial subcallosal cingulate and right frontal polar
cortices showed CBF decreases as a function of increasing disso-
nance. In contrast, activity in the superior temporal cortices was
observed bilaterally and independently of dissonance level. The
authors concluded that, in controls, dissonance might have been
computed bilaterally in the superior temporal gyri.
The left hemispheric specialization for processing microtones

(and, more in general, for dissonant chords) found in this study
shares some similarities with the analogous of hemispheric asymme-
try for high vs. low spatial frequency components of visual informa-
tion (e.g. Sergent & Hellige, 1986; Proverbio et al., 1995; see
Proverbio et al. (1997) for a review). This hemispheric asymmetry
for sensory coding of stimulus properties is also thought to lead
(e.g.) to the specialization of the left fusiform gyrus for letters and

Fig. 12. SwLORETA inverse solution performed on brain activity recorded during the 250–350 ms time window in response to inharmonic ‘few minus many
sounds’ in both participant groups. The colours represent differences in the magnitude of the electromagnetic signal (nAm). The dipoles are shown as arrows
and indicate the position, orientation and magnitude of the dipole modelling solution applied to the ERP waveform in the specific time window. L, left; R, right;
numbers refer to the brain slice displayed in the MRI imaging plane. A macroscopic group difference was evident in the sensitivity to microtones and a different
hemispheric asymmetry in the involvement of auditory and limbic regions between the two groups (left side in musicians and right side in controls).

Table 3. Active electromagnetic dipoles and Talairach coordinates (in mm)
of sources attributed to the surface voltages recorded for N2 in response to
close frequencies featuring quartertones (highly dissonant) between 250–
350 ms in musicians (TOP) and controls (Bottom)

Magn. T-x T-y T-z Hem. Lobe Gyrus BA

MUSICIANS
10.11 1.5 38.2 �17.9 RH Frontal Orbitofrontal 11
10.1 �8.5 7.2 �12.6 LH Frontal Medial

Frontal/
Anterior
Cingulate

25

10.09 �8.5 �0.6 �28.2 LH Limbic Uncus 28
10.05 �58.5 �16.8 �14.8 LH Temporal Medial/

Superior
21/38

8.09 1.5 �20.3 26.8 RH Limbic Cingulate 23
7.12 �8.5 �81.1 30.6 LH Occipital Cuneus 19
7.09 �18.5 �58.9 14.5 LH Limbic Posterior

Cingulate
20

CONTROLS
7.89 21.2 9.1 �27.5 RH Limbic Uncus 38
7.84 50.8 �0.6 �28.2 RH Temporal Medial/superior 21/38
7.16 1.5 2.4 29.4 RH Limbic Anterior

Cingulate
24

6.84 �58.5 �45.8 �9.5 LH Temporal Medial
Temporal

37

6.63 50.8 22.4 31.1 RH Frontal Medial Frontal 9

Magn., magnitude (in nAm); Hem, hemisphere; BA, Brodmann area.
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of the right fusiform gyrus for face processing (Pinel et al., 2015).
A similar hemispheric asymmetry of the left vs. right hemisphere
has been described for local vs. global processing of hierarchical
structures (e.g. Delis et al., 1986; Proverbio et al., 1998; Weissman
& Woldorff, 2005). Interestingly, the left-sided hemispheric asym-
metry for the ability to process analytically auditory complex infor-
mation with a similar frequency spectrum might result in the left
hemispheric specialization for phonetic processing in STS areas (e.g.
Giraud & Price, 2011). Finally, recent observations in a split-brain
patient have demonstrated that his left hemisphere was better able to
discriminate dissonant (unpleasant) from consonant (pleasant) chords
(Prete et al., 2014), thus supporting the hypothesis of a hemispheric
asymmetry for fine-grained analysis of auditory frequencies. Alter-
nately, the hypothesis of a left vs. right hemispheric asymmetry in
temporal vs. spectral content processing of auditory information
analysis might also be advanced (e.g. Zatorre et al., 2002) in the
view that stimuli containing small tone intervals might generate
temporal information related to beats.
In conclusion, this study provides direct evidence of an increased

sensitivity to the number, frequency ratio (pitch differences) and har-
monicity of pure tone chords in professional musicians as opposed
to age-matched controls. This auditory specialization was associated
with an increased left-lateralization of auditory processing involving
the left medial temporal area. The lack of such processing in con-
trols was also associated with the right-lateralized activation of lim-
bic and affective brain areas, possibly supporting the perception of
negative aesthetic appreciation for dissonant sounds.
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